Abstract For many years, stand-alone ring current models have been successfully producing storm time ring current enhancements without specifying explicit localized transient injections along their outer boundaries. However, both observations and simulations have suggested that the frequent burst flows or bubble injections can contribute substantially to the storm time ring current energy. In this paper, we investigate the difference in the spatial and temporal development of the ring current distribution with and without bubble injections using the Rice Convection Model-Equilibrium. The comparison study indicates that the simulation with bubble effects smoothed out along geosynchronous orbit can predict approximately the same large-scale ring current pressure distribution and electric potential pattern as the simulation with bubble effects included. Our results suggest that the increase of the hot plasma population along geosynchronous orbit can be envisaged as an integrated effect of bubble injections from the near-Earth plasma sheet. However, the observed fluctuations in the plasma population and electric field can only be captured when the mesoscale injections are included in the simulation. We also confirmed again that adiabatic convection of fully populated flux tubes cannot inject the ring current from the middle plasma sheet. The paper provides a justification for using stand-alone ring current models in the inner magnetosphere to simulate magnetic storms, without explicit consideration of bubbles and magnetic buoyancy effects inside geosynchronous orbit.
Introduction
A variety of ring current models have been developed to elaborately treat the energy-dependent drift physics with a grid resolution fine enough in the inner magnetosphere, aiming at modeling realistic storm time ring current buildup and decay. A majority of these models compute the pitch angle distribution and include particle loss models associated with charge exchange and wave effects; their outer boundaries usually extend to only 6-10 Re on the night side [e.g., Chen et al., 1994; Fok et al., 2001; Ebihara et al., 2008; Jordanova et al., 2006; Liemohn et al., 2001; Ganushkina et al., 2012] . The Rice Convection Model (RCM) and its equilibrium version (RCM-E) [Toffoletto et al., 2003] are also used to simulate storm time ring current [e.g., Wolf et al., 1982; Garner et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2015] . These models assume an isotropic plasma distribution along each magnetic field line and thus emphasize the interaction between the near-Earth plasma sheet and the inner magnetosphere and their coupling to the ionosphere. Although these stand-alone models have become increasingly sophisticated, the basic idea of modeling the storm time ring current remains the same: the large-scale dawn to dusk electric field increases during the storm main phase, which enhances the transport of the storm time plasma population from the plasma sheet to the inner magnetosphere.
However, the plasma boundary conditions in stand-alone ring current models usually do not include explicit localized injections, which are thought to be associated with bursty bulk flows (BBFs) or plasma sheet bubbles [Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1994; Pontius and Wolf, 1990] . Both observations and numerical simulations have quantified the important role of BBFs/bubbles in the ring current buildup. Gkioulidou et al. [2014] reported multiple transient particle injections observed by the Van Allen Probes in the inner magnetosphere. By using the average pressure enhancement observed at L ≈ 5 and extrapolating the observed number of injections to all the local times, they showed that the direct effects of injections can account for~30% of the energy inside L = 5 region, which they thought to be likely an underestimate. Yang et al. [2015] (hereafter referred to as Paper 1) used the RCM-E to model a series of idealized storm main phases and used particle tracing to identify the source of the ring current energy inside geosynchronous orbit. They found that the bubbles can contribute an average of 61% of the ring current kinetic energy for intense storms.
The goal of this paper is to explain the fact that over the past several decades, the stand-alone ring current models have been successful in producing realistic storm time ring current enhancement. neglect of bubbles and magnetic buoyancy, which are known to play a crucial role in the plasma sheet transport. We will also show, using numerical experiments, the limitations of that approach.
Comparison RCM-E Simulations

Simulation Setup
We present four simulations in this study. The first simulation is called the base run, which is run #1 presented in Paper 1. The base run is a high-resolution RCM-E simulation of an idealized storm main phase with 150 kV cross polar cap potential drop. The midnight boundary is set at X = À15 Re. The boundary conditions are adjusted to randomly inject BBFs/bubbles through the nightside to a degree roughly consistent with observed statistical properties, including the spatial [Nakamura et al., 2004] and temporal characteristics [Ohtani et al., 2004] of BBFs and the probability density function of the plasma sheet velocity [Yang et al., 2014] .
The second simulation is called the uniform run, with the boundary set along geosynchronous orbit. Taking the simulation results of the base run, we calculate the local time averaged plasma distribution function along geosynchronous orbit for any given time f geo (t) and then use that as the plasma boundary condition. Therefore, f geo (t) along the boundary is uniform for this run, but still time-dependent. We also calculate the total electric potential drop across geosynchronous orbit in the base run for any given time P geo (t); we then use that and assume a simple sinusoidal potential pattern to specify the electric boundary condition as À sin φ ð Þ 2 P geo t ð Þ, where φ is the local time angle in the ionosphere (0 at noon, π at midnight and 0.5π and 1.5π at the dusk and dawn terminators).
The third simulation, called the smoothed run, also has its boundary at geosynchronous orbit. Taking the simulation results from the base run, we calculate 100 min local time running averages of the plasma distribution function along geosynchronous orbit and use that as the boundary condition for the smoothed run. Therefore, the plasma boundary condition in this run only preserves the local time dependence wider than the characteristic 1.5-2 h, but smoothes out the bubble-injection-related localization. The electric potential boundary condition in the smoothed run is the same as the uniform run. Both the uniform run and the smoothed run are intended to investigate the effects of bubbles being averaged out along geosynchronous orbit. The uniform run assumes that the distribution function on the boundary is independent of local time, while the smoothed run is less oversimplified than the uniform run, as it still maintains the local time difference in the plasma population as implied by observations [i.e., Denton et al., 2005; Tsyganenko and Mukai, 2003] . However, as shown in the next section, the difference between the two simulations is small enough to produce approximately the same large-scale plasma pressure and electric field distributions.
The fourth simulation, called the no-bubble run, applies the same boundary conditions for the background in the base run, but without implementing bubbles. It has its same simulation region as in the base run, i.e., X = À15 Re on the night side.
Results
We will only analyze and present results of the first 345 min of the first three simulations, because the code experienced numerical difficulties after 360 min for the smoothed run. Although this is shorter than typically observed duration of the storm main phase [Yokoyama and Kamide, 1997] , we expect that the main conclusions of this paper will not change. For the base run, the Dst index is À159 nT at T = 05:45, estimated using a synthetic magnetogram code [Ontiveros, 2009; Yang et al., 2010] . We also use a test particle tracing code (Paper 1) to calculate the contribution of bubbles, which account for 72% of the energy and 81% of the number of particles inside geosynchronous orbit at T = 05:45.
Movie S1 in the supporting information shows the overview results of these three runs. The base run includes numerous bubble injections through the tailward boundary, which are particularly remarkable in the nearEarth plasma sheet. When plotted along geosynchronous orbit, the overall value of PV 5/3 increases for all the three runs (Movie S2). The base run also shows much more transient and localized variations than the other two runs. The smoothed run only retains the large-scale local time variation, while the uniform run specifies a plasma distribution independent of local times. As shown in Figure 1 , the distribution of PV 5/3 , plasma pressure and the electric potential pattern are surprisingly similar in the large scale among the three runs. The
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plasma pressure peaks have approximately the same magnitude and locate at roughly the same premidnight sector. The shielding electric fields in the inner magnetosphere are also qualitatively consistent among the three runs. Figure 2 shows the comparison at one particular point in the central ring current region, X = À4 Re and Y = 1 Re. Three features are obvious in the comparison. First, the base run exhibits frequent fluctuations at a time scale of 5-20 min in all three quantities, which are associated with bubble injections from the plasma sheet. The zigzags in the uniform run and the smoothed run are numerical artifacts due to the magnetic field re-equilibrium occurring regularly, every 5 min. (Although some of the fluctuations in the base run are also due to the magnetic field re-equilibrium, many of them should be considered as real physical signatures associated with the bubble injections. See section 3.1.3 in Paper 1 for detailed discussion.) Second, the trends in both PV 5/3 and pressure are increasing as the ring current intensifies. The results of the uniform run and the smoothed run roughly act as the lower and upper envelope of the base run. Third, the difference in plasma pressure between the base run and other two runs is generally smaller than 10%. For example, at T = 05:45, the background plasma pressures are about 70 nPa for the base run, 75 nPa for the smoothed run, and 65 nPa for the uniform run, respectively. 
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Figures 3a-3c show the plasma pressure in the base run and in the no-bubble run. At T = 01:00:00, the ring current pressure is already stronger in the base run than in the no-bubble run. At T = 05:45:00, the pressure becomes significant in the base run. Consistent with previous results by Lemon et al. [2004] , fully populated flux tubes from the middle plasma sheet, prescribed as boundary conditions at À15 Re in the no-bubble run, cannot be adiabatically transported into the ring current region due to the inflation of the magnetic field, which induces a dusk-to-dawn electric field that largely counterbalances the convection electric field. Figure 3d shows that the magnetic field strength in the inner plasma sheet is very small in the no-bubble run. After T = 01:00:00, the equilibrium solver could not find a solution for such a highly stretched plasma sheet configuration.
Concluding Remarks
Magnetic buoyancy-the tendency for bubbles (with PV 5/3 smaller than the neighbors) to move earthward and blobs (with PV 5/3 larger than the neighbors) tailward-plays a major role in determining the average structure of the plasma sheet [Yang et al., 2014] . Bubbles are formed by reconnection and/or some other processes in the middle and distant plasma sheet are transported earthward to form the main source of the inner plasma sheet, which, in turn, is the main source of the ring current (Paper 1). Thus, from a viewpoint that encompasses the entire closed-field-line magnetosphere, bubbles and buoyancy play a major role in the development of the ring current. As was found in Paper 1, the base run shows that the major source of the ring current energy is from the bubble injections, not through the large-scale background convection in the plasma sheet. However, the simulations presented here show that buoyancy effects operating specifically inside geosynchronous orbit have only a minor effect on the structure of the storm time ring current, partly because energy-and charge-dependent gradient/curvature drift becomes dominant in the inner magnetosphere and helps the bubbles to blend into the background. The uniform run and the smoothed run are able to produce roughly the same ring current distribution by using a boundary condition derived from results of the base run but with the bubble effects smoothed out. Each individual bubble injection has insignificant effect on the large-scale ring current formation, but their accumulation is what matters. Therefore, our results suggest that the increase of the plasma population between 6 and 10 Re that is used as boundary conditions for many stand-alone ring current models should be considered as an integrated effect of sporadic bubble injections. Even though the electric-field fluctuations associated with bubbles are significant (Figure 2 ), the simulations make it clear that the particle transport inside geosynchronous orbit is primarily through large-scale convection.
An improved approach to modeling the formation of storm time ring current formation that has been intensively explored in the last 10 years is to couple the ring current models with global MHD codes [i.e., DeZeeuw et al., 2004; Buzulukova et al., 2010; Pembroke et al., 2012] . Bubble injections occur intermittently in global MHD codes, particularly in high-resolution ones [Ge et al., 2011; Wiltberger et al., 2015] . The effects of bubbles are implicitly included as the ring current models use the global MHD code results as the boundary conditions. These coupled models seem to do well in reproducing Dst index [i.e., Rastätter et al., 2013] .
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the consistency in the large-scale plasma pressure distribution in the base, uniform, and smoothed runs is not particularly surprising. Even if the boundary conditions are smoothed, they are still the result of plasma penetrating all the way to geosynchronous mainly due to transient injections. As clearly shown in the "no-bubble" run, without transient injections, plasma is not efficiently transported and accelerated from 15 Re to geosynchronous, so no significant ring current is formed. This is why many years of studies have shown that the stand-alone ring current models have no problem in injecting the ring current with appropriate boundary conditions prescribed only 2-3 Re tailward of the ring current region. The key point of this paper is to provide evidence, based upon numerical experiments, to show the equivalence of including and excluding bubble injections inside geosynchronous orbit in producing the overall ring current intensity. Therefore, we conclude that although bubble injections are the main source of the ring current during storm main phase, it is still reasonable for us to keep using the stand-alone ring current models to simulate the large-scale ring current development with their boundaries set along geosynchronous orbit, and with appropriate plasma populations that reflect the accumulated effects of bubble injections.
